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    Aliens have escaped from detention planet 

            Stop them! 

 

            FORCE FIGHTER 
     LOADING INSTRUCTIONS 
1. Connect the EAR socket on your Spectrum to the EAR socket on your cassette 

 recorder, and ensure that the MIC lead is disconnected. 

2. Place the cassette in the recorder and make sure that it is fully rewound. 

3. The volume control on the cassette recorder should be set to a suitable level, usually 

 around three-quarters. 

4. Type LOAD" " 

5. Press the ENTER key on the Spectrum. 

6. Press PLAY on the cassette recorder. 

7. The program should now load and RUN automatically. If loading is unsuccessful 

 then adjust the volume and/or tone controls on the cassette recorder and repeat the  

 above procedure. 
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Thanks to Axis Productions Ltd for all artwork and to Perfection Software for the 
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            FORCE FIGHTER 
It has happened! After two thousand years of general deterioration of the Galactic Empire, 

and complacence being the predominant human characteristics, there has been a breakout 

from the deep-space detention planet, Aldertron. Having received distress signals from the 

striken planet, Starblazer 1, Earth's last remaining battlestar launches its sub-space 

starstriker FORCE FIGHTER to seek and destroy the escaped and very dangerous aliens. 

   Under control of Commander Zelon, one of the most feared destroyers in the galaxy, Force 

Fighter arrives within hours at the periphery of the Aldertron system. Completing a neutrino-

scan, Zelon quickly assesses the situation. The aliens are attacking Aldertron with stolen Star 

Hoppers! There are fifteen formidable formations standing off the planet. Zelon has only one 

choice: to sneak through the aliens and attack from the planet's surface! 

   With no protection against the aliens and armed with only a neutron disruptor, Force 

Fighter must seek and destroy all enemies. As commander, only skill, determination and 

concentration can ensure success in this dangerous mission. But beware, some of the alien 

neutron bombs have a very strange quirk... 

 

    PLAYING THE GAME 
 

Left       CAPS SHIFT 

Right       Z 

Fire       P 

Pause       6 through 0 

Resume      S 

 

If you have an original program, then why not try 'phoning Tony on 01-486 5266? You might 

see your name as one of the Games Kings. 

 


